
todo-i Power
The world's smallest power assist wheelchair kit



todo-i Power
01. The world's smallest power assist wheelchair
todo-i present smallest manual wheelchair that is packed with IoT features and power assist kit, which can 
prevent social isolation for the children with disabilities. todo-i provides the smooth comfort and freedom of 
driving an electric chair function and enables safe travel for our children wherever they want. It also includes 
various setting options enabling users to calibrate and control the device.

todo-i Power information

Simplicity
todo-i can be convertible from manual to electric wheelchair easily by pull or push levers. 
Power on, push levers and control the joystick. For manual handling, just push the rims of the 
wheelchair as usual. It’s as simple as that!

A wide range of settings and options are available for all children
todo-i includes various control setting, which means you can calibrate and control the device 
with a smartphone, depends on the type and degree of disability in children. It has a range of the 
size from 220 to 380 mm in width and a variety of setting ranges according to the level of 
disabilities. You can even set up maximum speed and joystick sensitivity.

The smallest size and lightest weight
todo-i is the world’s smallest and lightest pediatric power assist wheelchair, which was never 
existed in the world. It is the same size as a manual wheelchair and can be stored in an ordinary 
car. Thanks to the size and the weight no need to use a special vehicle for traveling.

Safe and Transportable power
A low-capacity, 0.9kg of removable and efficient lithium-ion battery can drive over 7 km, and it only 
requires 4 hours to charge. Travel the world with todo-i. It can be taken on anywhere because it is 
so compact and lightweight. The capacity of the aircraft is not limited, so no separate documents 
are required.

Model

Base Width 220-380mm

220-380mm

>7kg

o° / Folding type

Yes

75kg

Aluminum / Rigid type

Base Depth

Transport weight

Camber angle / Backrest type

Growth frame adjustment

Maximum user weight

Adjustable elements
center of gravity, seat height, 
footrest height, tilt angle(10°) 

Frame Material / Frame style

TDW-TDI-001



Water Blue

Spearmint

Smoothing Purple

Sunny Lime

Under the sea

Ice Candy

*The actual color may differ slightly depending on the printing environment.

Strawberry cream

Happy Seeds

Breezy Mint

Lime Cotton

02. todo-i Power Color

03. todo-i Power Option

Height adjustment
knob for assistant

Rest with wide
adjustment range

24-inch lightweight
spinnery wheels

24-inch
premium handrim

Armrest and
side panel
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